Heidegger's rare remarks on the subject make it clear that he considered cinema and photography to be forms of technical representation signifying the 'end of art' in modernity. At the same time, the only passage where Heidegger explicitly discusses film is very suggestive. In 'A Dialogue on Language between a Japanese and an Inquirer,' (Heidegger 1982: 15-17) two interlocutors, the Inquirer and his Japanese guest, converse on the relationship between Western rationality and its dominance over the East Asian sense of world. As an example of this all-consuming Westernization, the Japanese guest suggests, surprisingly, Akiro Kurosawa's Rashomon (1950) . The Inquirer is perplexed, for he found Rashomon revelatory, above all its subdued gestures: 'I believed that I was experiencing the enchantment of the Japanese world, the enchantment that carries us away into the mysterious. ' 1982: 17) Refuting this imputation of mystery, the Japanese guest explains that it is the fact that the Japanese world is 'captured and imprisoned at all within the objectness of photography' that makes Rashomon an instance of Western techno-rationalisation (1982: 17) . Regardless of the film's aesthetic qualities, 'the mere fact that our world is set forth in the frame of a film forces that world into the sphere of what you call objectness ' (1982: 17) . Far from presenting the 'enchantment of the Japanese world,' Kurosawa's Rashomon shows us the incompatibility between this poetic sense of Being-revealed for example in Noh drama-and the objectifying tendencies of this 'technical-aesthetic product of the film industry ' (1982: 17) .
While intriguing, this passage hardly presents a promising start for thinking about the relationship between Heidegger and cinema. Indeed, it suggests that there is little to be said other than that cinema is a pernicious manifestation of technological en-framing. It is also a disappointing discussion of Kurosawa's work, given its explicitly hybrid character, fusing Japanese and Western dramatic traditions within a self-consciously stylized where we can see this poetic revealing in action. Such revealing occurs, they suggest, in scenes that convey a sense of earthly dwelling by 'having the camera effect the upward glance to the sky, to where the divine is intimated yet concealed ' (2003, 184) . Underwater scenes are shot from below, the water's surface illuminated by the shimmer of the sky; likewise the shots of trees 'soaring to the heavens,' presenting a mosaic of sunlight filtering through the jungle canopy (2003, 184) . Sparks from a roaring fire, the detritus of battle, disappear in the night sky, consumed by the draft into which we too are pulled. Like the work of the poets, Malick's cinematic poetics reveals this movement towards
Being/Nature, a cinematic rendering of the fourfold of earth and sky, mortals and gods: 'As the camera follows their ascent, the distance between earth and sky-the distance by which humanity is measured-is spanned ' (2003, 184) . and Private Witt (Jim Caveziel), a struggle that spans the entire length of the film.
Loyalty figures prominently in the first half of the film, the ferocious battle scenes on the Kunai grass-covered mountain slopes on which the American troops seek to capture a Japanese machine-gun bunker concealed near the mountain-tops of Guadalcanal.
Colonel Tall expects men to be sacrificed not just to win the battle but to satisfy his own personal ambitions (for 'his' first war). Staros refuses Tall idealized fantasy images of his young wife, intimating love but also loss. This romantic fantasy is shattered by the reality and contingencies of war. In a devastating scene, she writes to him that their prolonged separation has strained their marriage, and that she has in her brilliant reading of The Thin Red Line as a meditation on authentic being-towarddeath, the Heideggerian nothing at the heart of our finite existence. Indeed, Critchley himself points to the parallels with Heidegger's being-toward-death, the Angst that can be experienced as a kind of Ruhe, as peace or calm; yet to do so, he maintains, would be to slip on one of the hermeneutic banana skins we canvassed earlier.
Can we avoid such hermeneutic slips? I suspect not, nor should we even try, for the Heideggerian context of The Thin Red Line necessarily resonates within the film, whether we embrace or eschew it, providing a horizon of meaning that is impossible to bracket 5 Kaja Silverman (2003, 328) points out that this scene presents Witt's mother's sense of calm, rather than Witt's own recollection of his mother's death. For Witt recalls the fear he felt in seeing his mother 'going to meet God'. Yet it is her moment of calm before death that gives Witt a clue to the experience of authentic being-toward-death. emerging from out of the sandy shallows. As with the later Heidegger, we defer to the poet rather than the philosopher when it comes to that mode of poetic revealing which exceeds the philosophical framing of the film, or indeed the framework of philosophical discourse itself.
Surely here, a philosophically anxious viewer might exclaim, we are talking of Heidegger's Gelassenheit! For all the care to avoid invoking a philosophical meta-text, or departing A Cinematic P oesis?
In conclusion I want to offer some brief remarks suggesting an alternative way of approaching the question of 'Heideggerian cinema'. As discussed earlier, Heidegger's thinking on film, such as it is, remains overwhelmingly negative: film is a powerful instance of reductive technological en-framing that only intensifies the Western obliteration of Being. From this negativistic, 'end of art' perspective in Heidegger, cinema can only be regarded, as I've argued elsewhere (Sinnerbrink 2004) , as an aesthetic resource oriented towards the intensification of subjective sensation and objectification of Being.
Whatever the case, we should recall here Heidegger's claim that en-framing or Gestell as the essence of technology-the revealing and ordering of beings as a totality of available resources-is a thoroughly ambivalent process: it not only presents the great danger of a destructive reduction of human beings to manipulable resources, but also presents the possibility of a 'saving power' -of a new relation of appropriation between Being, human beings, and beings that might emerge from within the technological world (see Heidegger 1977) . What would be the artform most essential to the technological age?
Surely cinema (along with its cousin photography): the technological en-framing of reality in order to reveal luminous appearances in time. If we take cinema to be the artform most appropriate to the age of technology, then such ambivalent possibilities must also be present in cinematic art. This remains the case despite the evident dominance of Heidegger's general complaint against cinema is that it remains irreducibly 'metaphysical' in the sense of only ever being able to present beings in their massive presence. It is beholden to a metaphysical realism intrinsic to the cinematic image as presenting beings to perception rather than revealing the luminous play between Being and being. Malick's films, I suggest, provide a practical refutation of Heidegger's complaint.
The Thin Red Line is an enactment of this cinematic poesis, revealing different ways in which we can relate to our own mortality, to the finitude of Being, the radiance of Nature, as well as depicting, from multiple character-perspectives, the experience of loss, of violence, of humanity, and of just letting things be. This showing is enacted not simply at the level of narrative content or visual style; it involves the very capacity of cinema to reawaken different kinds of attunement or mood through sound and image, revealing otherwise concealed aspects -visual, aural, affective, and temporal -of our finite being-inthe-world.
A 'Heideggerian' approach to Malick's work, as we might expect, can embrace many ways of being, from the thematic and reflexive to the philosophical and poetic. All of these approaches, however, presuppose that we have already considered the question of the nature of the cinematic image and its capacity to provoke thought. And these are
